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Markov-reward models, as extensions of ontinuous-time
Markov hains, have re eived in reased attention for the spe i ation
and evaluation of performan e and dependability properties of systems.
Until now, however, the spe i ation of reward-based performan e and
dependability measures has been done manually and informally. In this
paper, we hange this undesirable situation by the introdu tion of a
ontinuous-time, reward-based sto hasti logi . We argue that this logi
is adequate for expressing performability measures of a large variety.
We isolate two important sub-logi s, the logi CSL [1, 3℄, and the novel
logi CRL that allows one to express reward-based properties. These logi s turn out to be omplementary, whi h is formally established in our
main duality theorem. This result implies that reward-based properties
expressed in CRL for a parti ular Markov reward model an be interpreted as CSL properties over a derived ontinuous-time Markov hain,
so that model he king pro edures for CSL [3, 2℄ an be employed.
Abstra t.

1

Introdu tion

With the advent of fault-tolerant and distributed omputer and ommuni ation
systems, the lassi al separation between performan e evaluation and dependability (i.e., reliability, availability and timeliness) evaluation does not make
sense anymore. Instead, the ombined performan e and dependability of a system is of riti al importan e. This observation led to development of the performability evaluation framework [12, 13℄. This framework allows one to spe ify
models that in lude both performan e-related and dependability-related events
in a natural way. Furthermore, the hoi e of Markov-reward models (MRMs)
[11℄ as mathemati al basis allows one to spe ify a wide variety of measures of
interest, albeit at times in a slightly umbersome way. An MRM is a ontinuoustime Markov hain (CTMC) augmented with a reward stru ture assigning a
real-valued reward to ea h state in the model. Su h reward an be interpreted as
bonus, gain, or dually, as ost. Typi al measures of interest express the amount
of gain a umulated by the system, over a nite or in nite time-horizon.

Given the fa t that the model is sto hasti , the measures of interest are
sto hasti variables. MRMs have shown to pair a reasonable modelling exibility and expressiveness with manageable omputational expenses for the model
evaluation. To in rease the modelling exibility, a number of appli ation-oriented
model spe i ation te hniques and supporting tools have been developed [8℄.
The spe i ation of the measure-of-interest for a given MRM an not always
be done onveniently, nor an all possible measures-of-interest be expressed onveniently. In parti ular, until re ently it has not been possible to dire tly express
measures where state sequen es or paths matter, nor to a umulate rewards only
in ertain subsets of states, if the rewards outside these subsets are non-zero.
Su h measures are then either \spe i ed" informally, with all its negative impli ations, or require a manual tailoring of the model so as to address the right
subsets of states. An example of a measure that is very diÆ ult to spe ify dire tly is the expe ted amount of gain obtained from the system until a parti ular
state is rea hed, provided that all paths to that state obey ertain properties.
Re ently, Obal and Sanders have proposed a te hnique to spe ify so- alled
path-based reward variables [14℄ by whi h the spe i ation of measures over state
sequen es be omes more onvenient, be ause it avoids the manual tailoring of
the model. In the ontext of the sto hasti pro ess algebra PEPA, Clark et al.
re ently proposed the use of a probabilisti modal logi to ease the spe i ation
of reward stru tures of MRM [5℄, as opposed to the spe i ation of reward-based
measures, as we do.
In [3℄ we proposed to spe ify measures of interest for CTMCs in the logi
CSL (Continuous Sto hasti Logi ), a superset of the (equally named) logi
introdu ed by Aziz et al. [1℄. CSL in ludes a timed CTL-like time-bounded
until operator, and a steady-state operator. Using this logi , very omplex measures an be expressed easily; model- he king algorithms for CSL have been
proposed [3, 2℄ (and implemented [10℄). Noti e however, that CSL is interpreted
over CTMCs only, and is hen e not able to address reward-based measures. The
urrent paper extends this work, in that Markov-reward models are evaluated,
i.e., CTMCs augmented with a reward stru ture.
In this paper, we introdu e a novel ontinuous-time, sto hasti reward-based
logi CSRL, that is adequate for expressing performability measures of a large
variety. It in ludes next and until operators, that are equipped with timeinterval- as well as reward-interval-bounds. We present syntax and formal semanti s of the logi , and isolate two important sub-logi s: the logi CSL, and
the logi CRL (Continuous Reward Logi ) that allows one to express timeindependent reward-based properties. These logi s turn out to be omplementary, whi h is formally established in a main duality theorem, showing that timeand reward-intervals are inter hangeable. More pre isely, we show that for ea h
MRM M and formula  the set of states satisfying  equals the set of states of
a derived MRM M 1 satisfying formula  1 , where the latter is obtained from
 by simply swapping time- and reward-intervals. The transformation of M is
inspired by [4℄. The xpoint hara terisations for the CRL path operators (interpreted over an MRM) redu e to the hara terisations that are used for model

he king CSL (over a CTMC). As a onsequen e of the duality result, the model
he king problem for CRL is redu ible to the model he king problem for CSL
and hen e solvable with existing te hniques for CSL.
The paper is organised as follows. Se tion 2 introdu es MRMs and typi al
measures of interest for them. In Se tion 3 the logi CSRL and its sub-logi s
are de ned, whereas Se tion 4 presents the main duality theorem. Se tion 5
dis usses its onsequen es for model he king and highlights that most rewardbased performability measures having appeared in the literature an be expressed
as simple formulas of (a minor extension of) the logi . Se tion 6 on ludes the
paper.

2

Markov reward models

In this se tion we introdu e the basi on epts of MRMs [11℄. We slightly depart
from the standard notation for MRMs (and CTMCs) and onsider an MRM
as an ordinary transition system, i.e., a Kripke stru ture, where the edges are
equipped with probabilisti timing information and the states are augmented
with a real number that indi ates the earned reward per unit of time for staying
in a state. This then allows the usual interpretation of linear-time temporal
operators like next step and unbounded or time-bounded until.
MRMs. Let AP be a xed, nite set of atomi propositions.

De nition 1. A (labelled) CTMC C is a tuple (S; R; L) where S is a nite set of
states, R : S  S ! IR>0 the rate matrix, and L : S ! 2AP the labelling fun tion
whi h assigns to ea h state s 2 S the set L(s) of atomi propositions a 2 AP
that are valid in s. A state s is alled terminal (or absorbing) i R(s; s0 ) = 0

for all states s0 .
0
Intuitively, R(s; s0 ) > 0 i there is a transition from s to s0 ; 1 e R(s;s )t is
the probability that the transition s ! s0 an be triggered within t time units.
Thus the delay of transition s ! s0 is governed by an exponential distribution
with rate R(s; s0 ). If R(s; s0 ) > 0 for more than one state s0 , a ompetition
between the transitions exists, known as the ra e ondition. The probability to
move from non-absorbing s to s0 within t time units, i.e., s ! s0 to win the ra e,
is given by


R(s; s0 ) 

1 e E(s)t
E(s)
P
0
where E(s) = s0 2S R(s; s ) denotes the total rate at whi h any transition
emanating from state s is taken. More pre isely, E(s) spe i es that the probability of leaving s within t time-units is 1 e E(s)t , be ause the minimum of

exponential distributions, ompeting in a ra e, is hara terised by the sum of
their rates. Consequently, the probability of moving from a non-absorbing state
s to s0 by a single transition, denoted P(s; s0 ), is determined by the probability
that the delay of moving from s to s0 nishes before the delays of other outgoing
edges from s; formally, P(s; s0 ) = R(s; s0 )=E(s). For absorbing states, the total
rate E(s) = 0; we then have P(s; s0 ) = 0 for any state s0 .

De nition 2. A (labelled) MRM M is a pair (C ; ) where C is a (labelled)
CTMC, and  : S ! IR>0 is a reward stru ture that assigns to ea h state s 2 S
a reward (s), also alled gain or bonus or dually, ost.
Example 1. As a running example we onsider a fault-tolerant multipro-

essor system inspired by [15℄. The system onsists of three pro essors,
three memories, and a single inter onne tion network that allows a proessor to a ess any memory. We model this system by a CTMC, depi ted below, where state (i; j; 1) models that i pro essors and j memories
(1 6 i; j < 4) are operational and are onne ted by a single network. Initially all omponents are fun tioning orre tly, i.e., the initial state is (3; 3; 1).
Æ
The minimal operational on guration of the system is (1; 1; 1). The
failure rate of a pro essor is , of
2
3
a memory , and of the network
321
311
331
failures per hour (fph). It is assumed
+


that a single repair unit is present to 3 
3 
3 
3
2
repair all types of omponents. The
+
211
F
221
expe ted repair time of a pro essor 231


is 1= and of a memory 1= hours. 2 
2 
2 2 
3
In ase all memories, all pro essors,
++
111
121
or the network has failed the sys- 131


tem moves to state F. After a repair
in state F, we assume the system to
+
restart in state (3; 3; 1) with rate Æ .
The reward stru ture an be instantiated in di erent ways so as to spe ify a variety of performability measures. The following reward stru tures are
taken from [15℄. The simplest reward stru ture (leading to an availability
model) divides the states into operational and non-operational states: 1 (F ) =
0 and 1 (i; j; k ) = 1: A reward stru ture in whi h varying levels of performan e
of the system are represented is for instan e based on the apa ity of the system:
2 (F ) = 0 and 2 (i; j; k) = min(i; j ): The third reward stru ture does onsider
pro essors ontending for the memories, by taking as reward for operational
states the expe ted available memory bandwidth: 3 (F ) = 0 and 3 (i; j; k ) =
m  1 (1 1=m)l where l = min(i; j ) and m = max(i; j ).
Let M = (C ; ) be an MRM with underlying CTMC C = (S; R; L).
Paths. An in nite path  is a sequen e s0 ; t0 ; s1 ; t1 ; s2 ; t2 ; : : : with for i 2 IN ,
si 2 S and ti 2 IR>0 su h that R(si ; si+1 ) > 0. For i 2 IN let [i℄ = si , the
(i+1)-st state of  , and Æ (; i) = ti , the time spent in si . For t 2 IR>0 and i
P
the smallest index with t 6 ij =0 tj let  t =  [i℄, the state in  at time t. For
P
P
t = kj=01 tj + t0 with t0 6 tk we de ne y(; t) = kj=01 tj  (sj ) + t0  (sk ), the
umulative reward along  up to time t.
A nite path  is a sequen e s0 ; t0 ; s1 ; t1 ; s2 ; t2 ; : : : ; tl 1 ; sl where sl is absorbing, and R(si ; si+1 ) > 0 for all i < l. For nite  ,  [i℄ and Æ (; i) are

only de ned for i 6 l; they are de ned as above for i < l, and Æ (; l) = 1.
P
For t > lj =01 tj we let  t = sl and let the umulative reward y (; t) =
Pl 1
Pl 1
j =0 tj  (sj ) + (t
j =0 tj )  (sl ); for the other ases,  t and y (; t) are
de ned as above.
Let PathM (s) denote the set of ( nite and in nite) paths starting in s.
Borel spa e. Any state s = s0 yields a probability measure Pr on PathM (s)
as follows. Let s0 ; : : : ; sk 2 S with R(si ; si+1 ) > 0, (0 6 i < k ), and I0 ; : : : ; Ik 1
non-empty intervals in IR>0 . Then, C(s0 ; I0 ; : : : ; Ik 1 ; sk ) denotes the ylinder
set onsisting of all paths  2 PathM (s) su h that [i℄ = si (i 6 k), and
Æ(; i) 2 Ii (i < k). Let F (PathM (s)) be the smallest -algebra on PathM (s)
whi h ontains all sets C(s; I0 ; : : : ; Ik 1 ; sk ) where s0 ; : : : ; sk ranges over all statesequen es with s = s0 , R(si ; si+1 ) > 0 (0 6 i < k ), and I0 ; : : : ; Ik 1 ranges over
all sequen es of non-empty intervals in IR>0 . The probability measure Pr on
F (PathM (s)) is the unique measure de ned by indu tion on k: Pr(C(s0 )) = 1,
and for k > 0,


Pr(C(s0 ; : : : ; sk ; I 0 ; s0 )) = Pr(C(s0 ; : : : ; sk ))  P(sk ; s0 )  e E(sk )a e E(sk )b ;
where a = inf I 0 and b = sup I 0 . (For b = 1 and  > 0 let e 1 = 0.) Note
that e E(sk )a e E(sk )b is the probability of leaving state sk in the interval I 0 .
Remark. For in nite paths we do not assume time divergen e. Although su h
paths represent \unrealisti " omputations where in nitely many transitions are
taken in a nite amount of time, the probability measure of su h Zeno paths is
0. This justi es a lazy treatment of the notations  t and y (; t) when we refer
to the probability of a measurable ste of paths.
Steady-state and transient probabilities. For a CTMC C two major types of
state probabilities are distinguished: steady-state probabilities where the system
is onsidered \on the long run", i.e., when an equilibrium has been rea hed, and
transient probabilities where the system is onsidered at a given time instant t.
Formally, the transient probability

C (s; s0 ; t) = Prf 2 PathC (s) j t = s0 g
stands for the probability to be in state s0 at time t given the initial state s.
Note that this set is measurable. Steady-state probabilities are de ned as

C 0
C (s; s0 ) = tlim
!1  (s; s ; t):

P

This limit always exists for nite CTMCs. For S 0  S ,  C (s; S 0 ) = s0 2S 0
C (s; s0 ) denotes the steady-state probability for set S 0 . In the sequel, we will
often use M rather than C (the underlying CTMC of M) as supers ript.

3

Sto hasti CTL with time and rewards

This se tion introdu es a sto hasti logi to reason about reward-based as well
as time-based onstraints, and identi es two important sub-logi s of it. For ex-

planatory purposes, we rst introdu e a simple bran hing time logi without any
support for real time or reward onstraints.
Basi logi . The base sto hasti logi SL, a sto hasti variant of CTL (Computational Tree Logi ), is a ontinuous-time variant of PCTL [7℄.
Syntax. For a 2 AP, p 2 [0; 1℄ and ./ 2 f 6; <; >; > g, the state-formulas of SL
are de ned by the grammar

 ::= tt

a

^

:

S./p ()

where path-formulas are de ned by ' ::= X

P./p (')

 U :

Other boolean onne tives su h as _ and ! are derived in the obvious way.
As usual 3 = tt U  and the 2-operator an be obtained by, for example,
P>p (2) = :P>1 p (3 :). The state-formula S./p () asserts that the steadystate probability for the set of -states meets the bound ./ p. For the running
example, the formula S>0:8 (2pup) expresses that the steady-state probability to
be in a state with two operational pro essors is at least 0.8 where 2pup holds
in state (2; j; 1), 1 6 j < 4. The operator P./p (:) repla es the usual CTL path
quanti ers 9 and 8. P./p (') asserts that the probability measure of the paths
satisfying ' meets the bound ./ p. For example, P>0:3 (3F ) denotes that the
probability to eventually rea h the failure state of the multi-pro essor system is
at least 0.3.
Semanti s. The SL state-formulas are interpreted over the states of a CTMC
C = (S; R; L) (or anC MRM M with underlying CTMC C ) with proposition
labels in AP. Let Sat () = f s 2 S j s j=  g.

s j= tt for all s 2 S
s j= a i a 2 L(s)
s j= : i s 6j= 

s j= 1 ^ 2 i s j= i ; for i=1; 2
s j= S./p () i C (s; SatC ()) ./ p
s j= P./p (') i P robC (s; ') ./ p

Here, P robC (s; ') denotes the probability measure of all paths satisfying ' given
that the system starts in state s, i.e.,

P robC (s; ') = Prf  2 PathC (s) j  j= ' g:
The fa t that the set f  2 PathC (s) j  j= ' g is measurable an be easily
veri ed. The intended meaning of the temporal operators U and X is standard:

 j= X
i  [1℄ is de ned and  [1℄ j= 
 j= 1 U 2 i 9k > 0: ([k℄ j= 2 ^ 80 6 i < k: [i℄ j= 1 ):

Alternative

hara terisations.

For next-formulas we have, as for DTMCs [7℄:

P robC (s; X) = P(s; )
(1)
P
where P(s; ) = s0 2Sat C () P(s; s0 ), the probability to rea h a -state in one
step from s. For until-formulas we have that the probability P robC (s; 1 U 2 )

is the least solution1 of the following set of equations: P robC (s; 1 U 2 ) equals
1 if s j= 2 , equals
X
P(s; s0 )  P robC (s0 ; 1 U 2 )
(2)
s0 2S

if s j= 1 ^ :2 , and 0 otherwise. This probability an be omputed as the solution of a regular system of linear equations by standard means su h as Gaussian
elimination [6℄ or an be approximated by an iterative approa h.
The full logi . We now extend SL by providing means to reason about both
time onstraints and umulative reward onstraints. We refer to this logi as
CSRL. Later we will identify fragments of CSRL that refer to only time, respe tively only reward onstraints.
Syntax. The syntax (and semanti s) of the state formulas of CSRL are de ned
as for the basi logi . Path-formulas ' are de ned for intervals I; J  IR>0 by:

' ::= XJI 

 UJI :

In a similar way as before, we de ne 3IJ  = tt UJI  and P./p (2IJ ) =
:P./p (3IJ :). Interval I an be onsidered as a timing onstraint whereas J
represents a bound for the umulative reward. The path-formula XJI  asserts
that a transition is made to a -state at time point t 2 I su h that the earned
umulative reward r until time t meets the bounds spe i ed by J , i.e., r 2 J .
The semanti s of 1 UJI 2 is as for 1 U 2 with the additional onstraints that
the 2 -state is rea hed at some time point t in I and the earned umulative
reward up to t lies in J . As an example property for the multi-pro essor system,
;60℄ tt) denotes that with probability at least 0.95 the umulative reP>0:95 (3[60
[0;2℄
ward (e.g., the expe ted apa ity of the system for reward stru ture 2 ) at time
instant 60 is at most 2. Given that the reward of a state indi ates the number
30℄
mdown) expresses
of jobs pro essed per time-unit, property P>0:98 (3mup U[7[0;;1
)
that with probability at least 0.98 at least 7 jobs have been pro essed (starting
from the initial state) before the rst memory unit fails within 30 time units,
where 3mup is valid in states (i; 3; 1), 1 6 i < 4 and mdown is valid in states
(i; 2; 1), 0 6 i < 4.
Semanti s. The semanti s of the CSRL path-formulas is de ned as follows:

 j= XJI  i [1℄ is de ned and [1℄ j=  ^ Æ(; 0) 2 I ^ y(; Æ(; 0)) 2 J
 j= 1 UJI 2 i 9t 2 I: (t j= 2 ^ (8t0 2 [0; t): t0 j= 1 ) ^ y(; t) 2 J ):
Spe ial ases o ur for I = [0; 1) and J = [0; 1):

1)  and  U  =  U [0;1)  :
X = X[0[0;;1
2
1
2
1 [0;1)
)

1

7!
! !
!

U

Stri tly speaking, the fun tion s P robC (s; 1 2 ) is the least xpoint of a higherorder fun tion on (S [0; 1℄) (S [0; 1℄) where the underlying partial order on
S [0; 1℄ is de ned for F1 ; F2 : S [0; 1℄ by F1 6 F2 i F1 (s) 6 F2 (s) for all s S .

!

!

2

Thus, SL is a proper subset of this logi . The logi CSL [1, 3℄ (or, timed sto hasti CTL) is obtained in ase J = [0; 1) for all sub-formulas. Similarly, we obtain
the new logi CRL (reward-based sto hasti CTL) in ase I = [0; 1) for all
sub-formulas. In the sequel, intervals of the form [0; 1) are often omitted from
the operators.
We re all that y (; t) denotes the umulative reward along the pre x of  up
to time t. The intuition behind y (; t) depends on the formula under onsideration and the interpretation of the rewards in the MRM M under onsideration.
For instan e, for ' = 3good and path  that satis es ', the umulative reward
y(; t) an be interpreted as the ost to rea h a good state within t time units.
For ' = 3bad, it may be interpreted as the gain earned before rea hing a bad
state within t time units.
Alternative hara terisations. We
rst observe that it suÆ es to onsider time
and reward bounds spe i ed by losed intervals. Let K = f x 2 I j (s)  x 2 J g
for losed intervals I and J . The probability of leaving state s at some time point
x within the interval I su h that the earned reward (s)  x lies in J is an be
expressed by
Z
I
PJ (s) = E(s)  e E(s)x dx:
K

e E(s)t , the probability to leave state s within t
time units where the reward earned is irrelevant. If (s) = 2, I = [1; 3℄ and
J = [9; 11℄ then K = ? and PIJ (s) = 0. For XJI  we obtain:
For instan e, P ;t;1 (s) = 1
[0 ℄
[0
)

P robM (s; XJI ) = PIJ (s)  P(s; ):

For the ase I = J = [0; 1) this redu es to equation (1).
Let I x denote f t x j t 2 I; t > x g. For ' = 1 UJI 2 we have that
P robM (s; ') is the least solution of the following set of equations: P robM (s; ') =
1 if s j= :1 ^ 2 , inf I = 0 and inf J = 0,
Z

sup

KX

0

s0 2S

P(s; s0 ; x)  P robM (s0 ; 1 UJI x(s)x 2 ) dx

(3)

if s j= 1 ^ :2 , and

e E(s)inf K +

Z
0

inf

KX
s0 2S

P(s; s0 ; x)  P robM (s0 ; 1 UJI x(s)x 2 ) dx

if s j= 1 ^ 2 , and 0 otherwise, where P(s; s0 ; x) = R(s; s0 )  e E(s)x denotes
the probability of moving from state s to s0 within x time units. The above
hara terisation is justi ed as follows. If s satis es 1 and :2 , the probability
of rea hing a 2 -state from s within the interval I by earning a reward r 2 J
equals the probability of rea hing some dire t su essor s0 of s within x time
units (x 6 sup I and (s)  x 6 sup J , that is, x 6 sup K ), multiplied by the
probability of rea hing a 2 -state from s0 in the remaining time interval I x

while earning a reward of r (s)  x. If s satis es 1 ^ 2 , the path-formula '
is satis ed if no transition outgoing from s is taken for at least inf K time units
( rst summand).2 Alternatively, state s should be left before inf K in whi h
ase the probability is de ned in a similar way as for the ase s j= 1 ^ :2
(se ond summand). Note that inf K = 0 is possible (if e.g., inf J = inf I = 0). In
this ase, s j= 1 ^ 2 yields that any path starting in s satis es 1 UJI 2 and
P robM (s; 1 UJI 2 ) = 1.
If the reward onstraint is trivial, i.e., J = [0; 1), and I is of the form [0; t℄
for t 2 IR>0 , then the hara terisation for U I redu es to the least solution of
the following set of equations: P robM (s; 1 U [0;t℄ 2 ) equals 1 if s j= 2 , equals
Z tX
0

s0 2S

P(s; s0 ; x)  P robM (s0 ; 1 U [0;t x℄ 2 ) dx

(4)

if s j= 1 ^ :2 , and 0 otherwise. This oin ides with the hara terisation for
time-bounded until in [3℄. For the spe ial ase I = J = [0; 1) we obtain K =
[0; 1) and hen e the hara terisation for U I redu es to (2).

4

Duality

In this se tion we present the main result of the paper, a duality theorem that
has important onsequen es for model he king sub-logi s of CSRL. The basi
idea behind this duality, inspired by [4℄, is that the progress of time an be
regarded as the earning of reward and vi e versa. First we obtain a duality
result for MRMs where all states have a positive reward. After that we onsider
the (restri ted) appli ability of the duality result to MRMs with zero rewards.
Transformation of MRMs. Let M = (S; R; L; ) be an MRM that satis es
(s) > 0 for any state s. De ne MRM M 1 = (S; R0 ; L; 0) that results from M
by: (i) res aling the transition rates by the reward of their originating state (as
originally proposed in [4℄), i.e., R0 (s; s0 ) = R(s; s0 )=(s) and, (ii) inverting the
reward stru ture, i.e., 0 (s) = 1=(s). Intuitively, the transformation of M into
M 1 stret hes the residen e time in state s with a fa tor that is proportional to
the re ipro al of its reward (s) if (s) > 1, and it ompresses the residen e time
by the same fa tor if 0 < (s) < 1. The reward stru ture is hanged similarly.
Note that M = (M 1 ) 1 .
One might interpret the residen e of t time units in M 1 as the earning of t
reward in state s in M, or (reversely) an earning of a reward r in state s in M
orresponds to a residen e of r in M 1 . Thus, the notions of time and reward
in M are reversed in M 1 . A ordingly:

Lemma 1. For MRM M = (S; R; L; ) with (s) > 0 for all s 2 S and CSRL
state-formulas ; 1 and 2 :
1
1. P robM (s; X I ) = P robM (s; X J )
2

J
By onvention, inf ? =

1.

I

2. P robM (s; 1 UJI 2 ) = P robM (s; 1 UIJ 2 ).
1

We informally justify 2. for I = [0; t℄ and J = [0; r℄ with r; t 2 IR>0 . Let
MRM M = (S; R; L; ) with (s) > 0 for all s 2 S . Let s 2 S be su h that
1
s j= 1 ^ :2 . From equation (3) we have that P robM (s; 1 UIJ 2 ) equals
Z

X

K 0 s0 2S

1
P(s; s0 ; x)  P robM (s0 ; 1 UIJ x0 (s)x 2 ) dx:

for K 0 = f x 2 [0; t℄j0 (s)x 2 [0; r℄ g, i.e., K 0 = [0; min(t; 0r(s) )℄. By the de nition
of M 1 this equals
Z

R(s; s0 )
e
K 0 s0 2S (s)
X

E(s) x
(s)

 P robM (s0 ;  UIJ
1

1

x

x
(s)

2 ) dx:

By substitution y = (xs) this integral redu es to:
Z

X

K s0 2S

1
R(s; s0 )  e E(s)y  P robM (s0 ; 1 UIJ y(s)y 2 ) dy

where K = [0; min( (ts) ; r)℄. Thus, the fun tion that maps (s; I; J ) onto
1
P robM (s; 1 UIJ 2 ) meets the xed point equation for P robM (s; 1 UJI 2 ).
Using arguments of xed point theory, i.e., Tarski's theorem for least xed points
of monotoni fun tions on latti es, it an be shown that these xed points agree
(as they both are the least xed point of the same operator). Thus, we obtain
Z

X

K s0 2S

P(s; s0 ; y)  P robM (s0 ; 1 UJI y(s)y 2 ) dy

and this equals P robM (s; 1 UJI 2 ) for s j= 1 ^ :2 , f. (3).
For CSRL state-formula  let  1 be de ned as  where for ea h subformula in  of the form XJI or UJI the intervals I and J are swapped.
This notion an be easily de ned by stru tural indu tion on  and its def[50;50℄
inition is omitted here. For instan e, for  = P>0:9 (:F U[10
;1) F) we have
[10;1)
1
 = P>0:9 (:F U[50;50℄ F). We now have:

Theorem 1. For MRM
CSRL state-formula :

M

= (S; R; L; ) with (s) > 0 for all s

2S

and

SatM () = SatM ( 1 ):
1

If M ontains states equipped with a zero reward, this duality result does not
hold, as the reverse of earning a zero reward in M when onsidering  should
orrespond to a residen e of 0 time units in M 1 for  1 , whi h | as the advan e
of time in a state annot be halted | is in general not possible. However, the
result of Theorem 1 applies to some restri ted, though still pra ti al, ases, viz.

if (i) for ea h sub-formula of  of the form XJI 0 we have J = [0; 1), and
(ii) for ea h sub-formula of the form 1 UJI 2 we either have J = [0; 1) or
SatM (1 )  f s 2 S j (s) > 0 g, i.e., all 1 -states are positively rewarded. The
intuition is that either the reward onstraint (i.e., time onstraint) is trivial in
 (in  1 ), or that zero-rewarded states are not involved in he king the reward
onstraint. Here, we de ne M 1 by setting R0 (s; s0 ) = R(s; s0 ) and 0 (s) = 0 in
ase (s) = 0 and as de ned above otherwise. For instan e, Theorem 1 applies
[50;50℄
to the property P>0:9 (:F U[10
;1) F) for the multi-pro essor example, sin e all
:F-states have a positive reward.
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Appli ation of the logi

In this se tion, we dis uss model he king of CSRL. We furthermore illustrate
that CSRL and its fragments CSL and CRL provide ample means for the
spe i ation of performability measures.
Model he king. CSL model he king an be arried out in the following
way. S./p () gives rise to a system of linear equations for ea h bottom strongly
onne ted omponent of the graph underlying the CTMC [3℄. The probability
to satisfy U - and X -path formulas an be obtained as the solution of a system
of linear equations, resp. a single matrix-ve tor multipli ation [7℄, based on (1)
and (2). Finally, the probability to satisfy a U I -formula an be obtained as the
solution of a system of Volterra integral equations (4), that an be omputed
by either numeri al integration [3℄, or transient analysis of the CTMC [2℄. From
Theorem 1, we an on lude that model he king an MRM against a CRLformula an be performed using the algorithms established for model he king
CTMCs against CSL:

Corollary 1. For an MRM without any zero rewards, model he king CRL is
redu ible to model he king CSL.
In a number of interesting, albeit restri ted ases ( f. Se 4), the orollary arries
over to MRMs with zero rewards. The duality theorem does not provide an algorithmi re ipe for CSRL, but a dire t solution using numeri al integration an
be onstru ted based on the xpoint hara terisation for UJI . An investigation of
the feasibility of applying known eÆ ient performability evaluation algorithms
to model he king CSRL is ongoing.
Typi al performability measures. Performability measures that frequently
appear in the literature, e.g., [15℄, an be spe i ed by simple CSRL-formulas.
This is illustrated by Table 1 where we listed a (non-exhaustive) variety of typi al performability measures for the multi-pro essor system together with the
orresponding CSRL formulas. Measure (a) expresses a bound on the steadystate availability of the system and (b) expresses (a bound on) the probability
to be not in a failed state at time t, i.e., the instantaneous availability at time t.
Measure ( ) expresses the time until a failure, starting from a non-failed state.
Evaluating this measure for varying t, gives us the distribution of the time to

performability measure
formula
logi
(a)
steady-state availability
SL
./p ( F)
[t;t℄
(b) instantaneous availability at time t
F) CSL
./p (3
[0;t℄
()
distribution of time to failure
F) CSL
./p ( F
(d) distribution of reward until failure
./p ( F [0;r ℄ F) CRL
(e) distribution of umulative reward until t ./p (3[[0t;t;r℄℄ tt) CSRL
Table 1. Performability measures and their logi al spe i
ation

S :
P
:
P : U
P : U
P

failure. Measure (d) omplements this by expressing the distribution of the reward a umulated until failure. Measure (e) generalises ( ) and (d) by expressing
the simultaneous distribution of the a umulated reward against time, i.e., it expresses the probability for the reward a umulated at t to be at most r. This
measure oin ides with the performability distribution as proposed in the seminal paper [12℄. Note that for the omputation of all these measures eÆ ient
algorithms do exist [9℄. We emphasize that, in its full generality, CSRL allows
to spe ify mu h more omplex performability measures than previous ad ho
methods.
A possible extension of CSRL. Consider state s in MRMPM. For time t and
set of states S 0 , the instantaneous reward M (s; S 0 ; t) equals s0 2S 0  M (s; s0 ; t) 
(s0 ) and denotes the rate at whi h reward is earned in some
in S 0 at time t.
P state M
M
0
The expe ted (or long run) reward rate  (s; S ) equals s0 2S 0  (s; s0 )  (s0 ).
We an now add the following operators to our framework:

s j= EJ () i M (s; Sat M ()) 2 J
s j= EJt () i RM (s; Sat M (); t) 2 J
s j= CJI () i I M (s; Sat M (); u) du 2 J
Although the duality prin iple is not appli able to the new operators, their model
he king is rather straightforward. The rst two formulas require the summation
of the - onforming steady-state or transient state probabilities (as omputed
for measure (a) and (b)) multiplied with the orresponding rewards. The operator CJI () states that the expe ted amount of reward a umulated in -states
during the interval I lies in J . It an be evaluated using a variant of uniformisation [9, 16℄. Some example properties are now: EJ (:F), whi h expresses the
expe ted reward rate (e.g., the system's apa ity) for an operational system,
EJt (tt) expresses the expe ted instantaneous reward rate at time t and CJ[0;t℄(tt)
expresses the amount of umulated reward up to time t.
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Con luding remarks

We introdu ed a ontinuous-time, reward-based sto hasti logi whi h is adequate for expressing performability measures of a large variety. Two important
sub-logi s were identi ed, viz. CSL [1, 3℄, and the novel logi CRL that allows
one to express reward-based properties. The main result of the paper is that CSL

and CRL are omplementary, implying that CRL-properties for a Markov reward model an be interpreted as CSL-properties over a derived CTMC, so that
existing model he king pro edures for CSL an still be employed. The model
he king of the full logi CSRL, in parti ular properties in whi h time- and
reward-bounds are ombined, is left for future work.
A knowledgement. We thank the reviewers for their helpful omments.
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